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Knowing God (The Greatest Need of The Hour)

2015-05-16

the central thesis of this book is that the most urgent thing in our generation is the emergence in the church of men and
women who know god and serve him from this knowledge the author z t fomum boldly argues that anything a man can
do for god is of no consequence if it is not done as an overflow of his knowledge of god an initial encounter is important
but beyond that it takes spiritual knowledge a high frequency intensity and a long duration of encounters between a man
and his god this book is a pertinent plea that no one should serve god without knowing him it s highly recommended

Dying to Grow (Free eBook Sampler)

2013-09-02

never before have we seen the church degenerate at such a rapid pace this is largely due to the church pursuing
congregational growth instead of kingdom growth the church is dying because our growth isn t based on strategies to
reach the lost with the gospel the time to change is now we can t wait any longer people s eternities are at stake what is
your church s priority are you more concerned with filling your building or furthering the kingdom this book will
challenge you to evaluate just how important gospel based evangelism is to you and your church and call on you to
restore an intentional evangelism strategy within the body hell will tremble when churches once again make
evangelism the central theme of their strategy

God, Are You Listening?

2012-03-01

are you so tired and burned out that you feel life is running you instead of you living it have you lost faith in yourself in
your life and in your god this is a nondenominational spiritual self help book it is intended for people of all faiths religions
and belief systems as well as nonbelievers in god are you listening elizabeth hutchinson provides the inspiration you need
to find meaning and purpose in your life she shares her own story of how the stress and strain of her responsibilities
propelled her toward a life threatening case of burnout she describes in accessible language the process she undertook to
arrive at heart consciousness sections include unanswered prayersembracing the gifts god gave usforgivenessblessingsfrom
fear to freedomdiscipline elizabeth draws on a number of techniques from psychology to spirit centered disciplines
bringing all aspects of mind body and spirit practice together to form a comprehensive healing path she shares insightful
stories that help build self esteem and self worth she illustrates the power of word therapy and how being in nature or
listening to music can contribute to therapeutic growth and a good deal more at the end of each chapter she provides
exercises for further study elizabeth writes be gentle with yourself and know that you will still have some bad days you
will snap at your spouse or your children or have limited patience with the sales clerk or you may feel lonely old
patterns are difficult to break but the more you persist the easier it becomes as soon as i give it over to god i find instant
peace in god are you listening you will find a thoughtful and encouraging teacher who will help you to find the joy love
and peace each of us deserves

Break Free

2018-07-01
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do you find that you are living in a spiritual cage unable to get out repeating the same sin over and over again perhaps
you are living out the sinful tendencies of your parents instead of the destiny god has prepared for you if you are tired of
taking two steps forward and three steps backwards in your spiritual life then holy spirit will use break free as a key to
get you out of that cage of limitation and stagnation and into a life of freedom break free will remove the scales from your
eyes about the reality of the spiritual world and give you the tools to stop simply dealing with the symptoms of your
problems but remove the roots of those problems challenge the belief that curses and demons are only problems in third
world countries show that demons come to build strongholds in the minds as well as destroy a person s life define once
and for all what freedom really is teach you the practical steps of how to stay free and never return to a life of bondage
through powerful vulnerable and unforgettable storytelling vladimir shares incredible moments in ministry and his
personal life experiences that taught him how to find freedom and live in it what he has discovered as god has taken him
through a journey of spiritual growth is truly life changing

Free Sampler of Shiny Gods - EBook [ePub]

2013

preview the introduction and entire first chapter of shiny gods pastor and author mike slaughter helps readers reassess
priorities andcreate a culture and a lifestyle of faithful living and giving and make a meaningful contribution to the world
what happens when we truly put god first in all aspects of our lives in a culture guided chiefly by shiny life promising
distractions enough seems elusive and keeps us indebted to that next source of satisfaction what if the giver of life offered
freedom from this downward spiral would you take it

Destroy the Cage

2016-12-27

this book is anointed to deliver and set free if you find yourself constantly dealing with negative thoughts and can t seem
to move forward this book is definitely for you if you are aiming for a closer relationship with god and desire to know
how to operate in authority as his child you cannot afford to let this book pass you by it is a must read especially with you
in mind destroy the cage break free into god s purpose shows the reader how the power of praying in faith can break the
spirit of fear and destroy any mental prison that has kept one stuck the bars that has caged your mind will be lifted after
reading this book in addition this book also teaches one how to pray effectively and get results especially during
challenging times by using several key tools readers will be strengthen encouraged and empowered guided prayers are
included

Kids Summer Reading Sampler 2012 (free ebook)

2012-06-19

the first two chapters from the last martin code of silence summer of the wolves wild horse spring facing the hunchback
of notre dame and aldo s fantastical movie palace cool off this summer with a sampling of the some great reads in this free
ebook
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The Covenant of God's Free Grace

2014-03

this is a new release of the original 1645 edition

God's Love and Forgiveness

2015-03-11

this book by prof fomum treats the way of salvation notably god s original purpose in the creation of man the tragic sin of
man and its consequences in time and in eternity the unparalleled love of god manifested in the redemptive love of christ
on the cross for rebellious man the sinner s response to god through repentance towards god and faith in jesus christ the
victorious new life in christ read it and experience in a new way the love of god for you give a copy to your friend
spouse neighbor colleague parents etc and they will be blessed

In the Image of God

1997

philosophical book about life and finding god

Knowing the God of Unparalled Goodness

2015-04-14

this book is a demonstration of god s unwavering benevolence and can lead many to experience a wonderful relationship
with him knowing the god of unparalleled goodness by professor zacharias tanee fomum deals with the greatness of god
and the need for the pilgrim to know him and walk in intimacy with him in fact many people do not know god they are
serving an unknown god from abraham s life and pilgrimage with god the author clearly shows that when the believer is
discouraged when he is about to fall or even to give up god in his sovereignty brings him back to him he also shows that a
successful christian life consists of walking with god that is to say to remove the obstacle that has interposed itself between
god and oneself in order to abide in intimacy with god this book therefore is an introduction to walking with god it is a
very delicate book that weighs in favour of the need to make progress in the inner life especially in seeking finding
knowing loving and enjoying god it is therefore not only an incentive manual but also a challenge for believers at all
levels you need this book to be healed in your relationship with god a very delicate and challenging incentive manual
that will heal your relationship with god

God's Country--And the Woman

2006-07

philip weyman s buoyancy of heart was in face of the fact that he had but recently looked upon radisson s unpleasant
death and that he was still in a country where the water flowed north he laughed and he sang his heart bubbled over
with cheer he talked to himself frankly and without embarrass ment asked himself questions answered them discussed
the beauties of nature and the possibilities of storm as if there were three or four of him instead of one at the top end of
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the world a man becomes a multiple being if he is white two years along the rim of the arctic had taught philip the
science by which a man may become acquainted with himself and in moments like the present when both his mental
and physical spirits overflowed he even went so far as to attempt poor radisson s la belle marie in the french man s heavy
basso something between a dog s sullen growl and the low rumble of distant thunder it made him cough and then he
laughed again scanning the narrowing sweep of the lake ahead of him

God's Bankers

2015-02-03

new york times bestseller a deeply researched exposé of the money and the clerics turned financiers at the heart of the
vatican chicago tribune from a master chronicler of legal and financial misconduct a magnificent investigation nine years
in the making god s bankers traces the political intrigue of the catholic church in a meticulous work that cracks wide open
the vatican s legendary enabling secrecy kirkus reviews decidedly not about faith belief in god or religious doctrine this
book is about the church s accumulation of wealth and its byzantine financial entanglements across the world telling the
story through two hundred years of prelates bishops cardinals and the popes who oversee it all gerald posner uncovers an
eyebrow raising account of money and power in one of the world s most influential organizations god s bankers is a
revelatory and astounding saga marked by poisoned business titans murdered prosecutors and mysterious deaths written
off as suicides a carnival of characters from popes and cardinals to financiers and mobsters to kings and prime ministers and
a set of moral and political circumstances that not only clarify the church s aims and ambitions but reflect the larger
tensions of more recent history posner also assesses pope francis s potential to overcome the resistance to change in the
vatican s machiavellian inner court and rein in the excesses of its seemingly uncontrollable financial quagmire as exciting
as a mystery thriller providence journal this book reveals with extraordinary precision how the vatican has evolved from
a foundation of faith to a corporation of extreme wealth and power reads like a sprawling novel full of complex characters
and surprising twists readers interested in issues involving religion and international finance will find posner s work a
compelling read library journal an extraordinarily intricate tale of intrigue corruption and organized criminality posner s
gifts as a reporter and storyteller are most vividly displayed in a series of lurid chapters on the american archbishop paul
marcinkus the arch machiavellian who ran the vatican bank from 1971 1989 the new york times book review

TGIF

2007-09-04

in 1997 atlanta businessman os hillman began writing a daily e mail devotional featuring 4 minute meditations on faith
and work life for men and women in the workplace this was just what they needed practical help in applying their faith
to their work life encouragement to live out their faith empowerment to be more effective in their jobs support to
become powerful witnesses at work and examples of others who experienced the presence of god at work it has since
become one of the fastest growing e mail devotions on line now hillman has written his second book of devotions tgif
includes 365 all new daily meditations plus a bonus topical index to find devotions that relate to specific topics such as
motives handling disappointments adversity integrity finances decision making and much more whether for individual
quiet times bible study groups or workplace groups these daily devotions will help men and women fulfill god s call on
their lives in the workplace
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Philosophy & Ethics For Dummies 2 eBook Bundle: Philosophy For Dummies &
Ethics For Dummies

2013-01-04

two complete ebooks for one low price created and compiled by the publisher this philosophy ethics bundle brings
together two important titles in one e only bundle with this special bundle you ll get the complete text of the following
two titles philosophy for dummies philosophy for dummies is for anyone who has ever entertained a question about life
and this world in a conversational tone the book s author a modern day scholar and lecturer brings the greatest wisdom of
the past into the challenges that we face now this refreshingly different guide explains philosophical fundamentals and
explores some of the strangest and deepest questions ever posed to human beings such as how do we know anything
what does the word good mean are we ever really free do human beings have souls is there life after death is there a god
is happiness really possible in our world ethics for dummies an easy to grasp guide to addressing the principles of ethics
and applying them to daily life how do you define good versus evil do you know the difference between moral truth and
moral relativity whether or not you know aristotle from hume ethics for dummies will get you comfortable with the
centuries old study of ethical philosophy quickly and effectively ethics for dummies is a practical friendly guide that takes
the headache out of the often confusing subject of ethics in plain english it examines the controversial facets of ethical
thought explores the problem of evil demystifies the writings and theories of such great thinkers through the ages as
aristotle confucius descartes kant nietzsche and so much more you ll learn how to apply the concepts and theories of
ethical philosophy to your everyday life whether you re currently enrolled in an ethics course or are interested in living
a good life but are vexed with ethical complexities ethics for dummies has you covered about the author of philosophy for
dummies tom morris ph d author of true success and other books taught philosophy at notre dame university for 15 years
and currently heads the morris institute for human values about the authors of ethics for dummies christopher panza phd
is an associate professor of philosophy at drury university and coauthor of existentialism for dummies adam potthast phd is
an assistant professor of philosophy at missouri university of science and technology

Star Spangled Banner (eBook)

1998-03-01

there are about as many people who know the remarkable history behind our national anthem as can actually sing it take
your students back to the battle at fort mchenry and reveal the true meaning and importance of this famous poem
includes crosswords mapping activities and comprehension q and as

The Grave of God's Daughter

2010-11-16

a woman is faced with the past she s tried to put behind her only to find that what transpired in her childhood has never
been further away than her own shadow the year is 1941 rooted in the lonely outreaches of the allegheny mountains lies
the town of hyde bend its heart a steel mill its bones the tight community of polish immigrants who inhabit it and its
blood their fierce catholic faith but buried in the town s soul is a dangerous secret surrounding the death of a revered
priest upon returning to hyde bend a young woman accidentally uncovers the truth behind this crime which leads to a
second murder the town quickly erupts in fear and finger pointing the girl is forced to unravel the now intertwined
mysteries and discovers her own family at the center now she must confront all she holds sacred if she is to save her
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family and herself in this story of lost innocence transgression faith and forgiveness

God, Money, and You

2020-03-31

if your heart is not correct towards money it will be correct in nothing else the bible is a textbook on money in fact there
are 700 references about money in the bible thus making it one of the few subjects in the scripture that receives such
attention in this book the author z t fomum exposes the relationship between god s financial principles and walking with
him financial poverty and spiritual dryness debt and leakage into a man s spiritual system the giver and receiver of loans
through personal experience and from a few living testimonies prof fomum presents the pathway to total deliverance
from the horror that debts bring upon a child of god and his progeny may the lord through this book meet you at your
point of greatest need

Will Higher of God

2016-05-03

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Self-Revelation of God

2013-09

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the
original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1886 edition excerpt chapter xiii god revealed
as personal spirit in the constitution and history of man we now proceed from the physical system to the spiritual to
ascertain what additional evidence that the absolute being is the personal god may be found in the constitution and history
of man i god revealed as personal spirit in the existence of personal beings from the existence of personal beings we
rightly infer that the absolute being must be a rational and personal being on the principle that the cause must be
adequate to the effect man knows himself and his fellow men as personal beings in discussing man s capacity to know god
it was shown that personality in its essence is supernatural if the line dividing nature from the supernatural runs
between finite beings and god as many theologians assume then man is shut up in the physical or natural and excluded
from any participation in the spiritual or supernatural and from all knowledge of god or of any spiritual or supernatural
reality but theism does not admit any such rift between god and the universe any such gulf which thought itself cannot
pass over to find god it is of the essence of theism that it declares the union and communion of god and man the
philosophical basis of this is the fact that the line of distinction between nature and the supernatural is the line of
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distinction between rational and free personal beings and the irrational and impersonal thus man is at once participant in
nature and the supernatural and has in experience contents for the knowledge of both 1 he is the bond of union between
the natural and the supernatural in him the law of continuity reaches unbroken from the spiritual into the physical and
they are knit together in one all comprehending

Freedom in Jesus: Enjoying Life Free From Bondage

2019-11-05

the book we know as the bible is a collection of books written over time from various authors and carefully preserved in
their accuracy each time copied and translated to the faithful it is believed that god inspires the information contained in it
through his holy spirit it includes the history the good the bad and the ugly of sinful man and god s plan to redeem as
many as possible through the free gift of his only son s sacrifice although god is just and perfect he also has mercy and love
for god so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son that whosoever believes in him should not perish but have
everlasting life john 3 16 this book looks at many of the people whose lives are talked about in the bible the bible contains
stories and histories of murderers thieves liars adulterers prostitutes and others who when humbling themselves and
seeking his mercy and forgiveness had their lives restored others who did not seek his forgiveness were and shall be
judged without mercy the choice belongs to each of us arthur isaacson has written a book worth reading in simple and
direct language he guides the reader through various subjects giving them his biblical worldview pastor fenton mcdonald
retired pataskala grace brethren

God's Scarlet Fury

2023-02-07

a bishop s vows are tested by the epic eleventh century battle between east and west in this compelling novel of the
crusades it is the year 1097 the violent warrior class of western europe is marching against the islamic seljuk empire to
recapture jerusalem at the plea of pope urban ii igniting a searing inferno of war betrayal and intrigue as two worlds
collide east against west christians against muslims caught in this vicious conflict bishop tristan de saint germain strives to
balance religious vows loyalty to the pope and his life long love for mala the romani the beautiful girl he met as a child
just before entering the monastery of the black monks in france tested by separations the death of their firstborn child the
threat of eternal damnation and now annihilation tristan and mala struggle against the raging tides of cultural and
religious intolerance to remain together in an age of inflexible catholic doctrine and holy war finding support in queen
irene and emperor alexius of byzantium they are challenged by archbishop adhémar of le puy rigid moralist and leader of
the first holy crusade tafur the perverse beggar king and lord desmond dulac hated specter of the saint germain family
past time alone shall direct the outcome as humanity awakens the wrathful hand of god s scarlet fury

God's Lunatics

2010-06-17

god s lunatics is an eyebrow raising encyclopedia of the strange and shocking side of history s religions cults and spiritual
movements by michael largo the bestselling author of the bram stoker award winning final exits a fascinating
compendium of lost souls false prophets martyred saints murderous cults demonic nuns and other victims of man s eternal
search for the divine god s lunatics contains a wealth of valuable extreme spiritual information including the number of
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exorcisms performed each year and the proper method for identifying the antichrist

Discovering God

2009-03-17

winner of the 2008 christianity today award of merit in theology ethics the history of god in discovering god award
winning sociologist rodney stark presents a monumental history of the origins of the great religions from the stone age to
the modern age and wrestles with the central questions of religion and belief

God's Secret Agents

2011-03-15

one evening in 1588 just weeks after the defeat of the spanish armada two young men landed in secret on a beach in
norfolk england they were jesuit priests englishmen and their aim was to achieve by force of argument what the armada
had failed to do by force of arms return england to the catholic church eighteen years later their mission would be
shattered by the actions of the gunpowder plotters a small group of terrorists who famously tried to destroy the houses of
parliament for the jesuits were accused of having designed that most horrid and hellish conspiracy alice hogge follows god
s secret agents from their schooling on the continent through their perilous return journeys and lonely lives in hiding to
ultimately the gallows she offers a remarkable true account of faith duty intolerance and martyrdom the unforgettable
story of men who would die for a cause undone by men who would kill for it

God and Starbucks

2017-07-11

vin baker an nba all star olympic gold medalist and clean cut preacher s son harbored a dark secret a dependence on drugs
and alcohol that began shortly after he turned pro eventually becoming a full blown yet functional alcoholic vin
convinced himself that he played better under the influence until his addiction cost him his basketball career his fortune
and his health but vin s story isn t a tragic fall from grace it is an enthralling testimony of salvation for vin hitting rock
bottom was a difficult yet transformative experience that led him to renew his relationship with god and to embrace life
howard schultz of starbucks and calvin butts of abyssinian baptist church offered vin a helping hand and led him to find
more security and happiness in his ordinary working life than he did in all of his years in the glamorous world of
professional basketball god and starbucks is a wise unflinching look at addiction and at the necessity of taking charge and
claiming one s blessings it is a powerful memoir about reaching the top and beginning again from the bottom an inspiring
personal tale of humility and grace that reminds us of what is truly important

Cities of God

2009-03-17

how did the preaching of a peasant carpenter from galilee spark a movement that would grow to include over two billion
followers who listened to this good news and who ignored it where did christianity spread and how based on quantitative
data and the latest scholarship preeminent scholar and journalist rodney stark presents new and startling information about
the rise of the early church overturning many prevailing views of how christianity grew through time to become the
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largest religion in the world drawing on both archaeological and historical evidence stark is able to provide hard statistical
evidence on the religious life of the roman empire to discover the following facts that set conventional history on its head
contrary to fictions such as the da vinci code and the claims of some prominent scholars gnosticism was not a more
sophisticated more authentic form of christianity but really an unsuccessful effort to paganize christianity paul was called
the apostle to the gentiles but mostly he converted jews paganism was not rapidly stamped out by state repression
following the vision and conversion of the roman emperor constantine in 312 ad but gradually disappeared as people
abandoned the temples in response to the superior appeal of christianity the oriental faiths such as those devoted to isis the
egyptian goddess of love and magic and to cybele the fertility goddess of asia minor actually prepared the way for the
rapid spread of christianity across the roman empire contrary to generations of historians the roman mystery cult of
mithraism posed no challenge to christianity to become the new faith of the empire it allowed no female members and
attracted only soldiers by analyzing concrete data stark is able to challenge the conventional wisdom about early
christianity offering the clearest picture ever of how this religion grew from its humble beginnings into the faith of more
than one third of the earth s population

Joyce Meyer Ebook Value Bundle

2012-09-13

how to succeed at being yourself and enjoying where you are on the way to where you are going by new york times
bestselling author joyce meyer are available together now as an ebook bundle value package how to succeed at being
yourselfin this book joyce meyer will help you discover that emotional spiritual and social transformation are possible as
you begin to see yourself in a whole new way enjoying where you are on the way to where you are goingenjoying life
is not based on enjoyable circumstances it is an attitude of your heart

God Is Not a Christian

2011-05-03

archbishopdesmond tutu s unofficial legacy will be his life and the story of how thistiny pastor with a huge laugh from
south africa became our globalguardian time magazine biographer john allen collects the archbishopdesmond tutu s most
profound controversial and historic words in thisinspiring anthology of speeches interviews and sermons that have rocked
theworld an unforgettable look at the south african pastor s deeply rootedempathy and penetrating wisdom god isnot a
christian is perfect for anyone moved by of martin luther king jr s i have a dream speech or nelson mandela s stirring
autobiography conversations with myself brilliantlyconnecting readers with the courageous and much needed moral
vision thatcontinues to change countless lives around the globe

What God Has Joined Together

2009-10-13

gay marriage has become the most important domestic social issue facing twenty first century americans particularly
americans of faith most christians are pro marriage and hold traditional family values but should they endorse extending
marriage rights to gays and lesbians if jesus enjoined us to love our neighbors as ourselves and the homosexual is our
neighbor does that mean we should accept and bless gay marriages these and other related questions are tearing many
faith based communities apart across the country states have voted courts have debated and churches have divided over
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the legitimacy of same sex marriage amid the uproar one perspective is decidedly missing that of thoughtful pro marriage
christians who informed by their faith are struggling to make sense of this issue what god has joined together is an effort
to bridge the divide between marriage supporting and gay supporting people of faith by showing why both sides have
important things to say and showing how both sides can coexist drawing on scientific research as well as on the bible the
authors explain that marriage is emotionally physically financially and spiritually beneficial for everyone not just
heterosexuals they debunk myths about sexual orientation assess claims of sexual reorientation and explore what the bible
does and does not say about same sex relationships the book ends with a persuasive case for gay marriage and outlines how
this can be a win win solution for all

Life Is God's Best Gift

2019-06-25

following the success of the megabestselling black pearls a collection of 365 african proverbs that illuminate the secret to
peace and joy and inspire the words of cudjo lewis in zora neale hurston s barracoon in africa grandparents traditionally
share their wisdom about life and culture with their grandchildren using proverbs and stories that have been passed
down from generation to generation this beautiful keepsake volume includes 365 proverbs one for each day of the year
partnered with brief yet profound lessons and knowledge covering all facets of life collected from countries across the
african continent these wise proverbs encourage children to treasure community over material items show kindness to
others love from the heart and not the mind exercise empathy and strive for a global education these thoughtful proverbs
include insights such as proverb love like rain does not choose the grass on which it falls south africa insight true love is
blind true love is not based on wealth family position education tribe religion or class love can bind together a most
unlikely couple as the heart has reasons that reason does not understand proverb when an old man dies a library burns to
the ground gambia insight the elders of the community hold the wisdom of the world devoting a little time day by day
for a full year this holistic enriching gift book can lead to inner peace and happiness

God, If You're Not Up There, I'm F*cked

2011-11-08

as seen in netflix s cracked up the darrell hammond story this groundbreaking memoir is a raw look inside the troubled
life and mind of an american comic genius by turns poignant and hilarious hammond takes readers from the set of
saturday night live where he was the show s longest tenured cast member to the drug ridden streets of harlem and into
the twisting corridors of his own unflaggingly humorous consciousness mingling behind the scenes stories from television
s best loved comedy series with a dark look inside a world class funnyman god if you re not up there i m f cked is a book
sure to resonate with anyone who shares a talent for performance a love of comedy or a desire to know how an artist can
climb from the deepest despair to the very top of his profession

The Measure of God

2009-10-13

the measure of god now in paperback is a lively historical narrative offering the reader a sense for what has taken place in
the god and science debate over the past century modern science came of age at the cusp of the twentieth century it was
a period marked by discovery of radio waves and x rays use of the first skyscraper automobile cinema and vaccine and
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rise of the quantum theory of the atom this was the close of the victorian age and the beginning of the first great wave of
scientific challenges to the religious beliefs of the christian world religious thinkers were having to brace themselves
some raced to show that science did not undermine religious belief others tried to reconcile science and faith and even to
show that the tools of science facts and reason could support knowledge of god in the english speaking world many had
espoused such a project but one figure stands out before his death in 1887 the scottish judge adam gifford endowed the
gifford lectures to keep this debate going a science haunted debate on all questions about man s conception of god or the
infinite the list of gifford lecturers is a veritable who s who of modern scientists philosophers and theologians from
william james to karl barth albert schweitzer to reinhold niebuhr niels bohr to iris murdoch from john dewey to mary
douglas

The Forgiveness Factor (eBook)

2016-06-01

we know we re supposed to forgive but we just can t forget and it s that struggle in our soul that keeps our hurts and
hearts from being healed creating a gap between our pain and the peace we re so desperate for to seem completely
unbridgeable when it comes to forgiveness we so easily confuse god s love with our own and find ourselves frustrated
and confused without a clear understanding of what god is really asking us to do it s through the forgiveness factor that
you ll come to clearly understand what god means when he says to forgive and more than likely it s not what you think
it s in uncovering the truth about forgiveness by revealing the lies that you ll be set free from the burden that
forgiveness seems to bring you ll realize that you re only giving up your hope for a different past realizing that wrongs
may never be made right but they can be forgiven

word on the street, eBook

2009-05-18

for those who ve never read the bible and for those who ve read it too much lacey s dangerously real retelling of
scripture vividly demonstrates that the bible is packed full of stories poems and images that resonate with the big issues of
today this fresh paraphrase come running commentary brings the text alive bible stories are retold as mini blockbusters
psalms as song lyrics epistles as emails revelation as seen through a virtual reality headset out with stale religious terms
here s a bible which talks today s language gritty earthy and witty enough starting at genesis with good intentions and
getting lost in leviticus lacey succeeds in revitalizing a classic work by focusing on the big picture fast forwarding
through the slow moving bits with pace passion and energy to make the bible a page turner lacey s tour de force was
created during a remarkable personal journey through terminal cancer the stuff bible stories are made of this life
experience injects lacey s take on scripture with authenticity and authority resonating with bible characters who also
wrestled with the big questions purist alert this is not the bible capital b but it might just get you reaching for one

Humility (eBook)

2002-03-04

humility is the only ladder to the highest honor in god s kingdom it is being and doing nothing by ourselves so that god
can be all it is the acknowledgement that every child of god is but a vessel through which the living god can manifest the
riches of his wisdom power and goodness humility reveals an entirely new side of this little understood christian grace
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andrew murray shows that humble dependence on god is the basis of all genuine blessing it is the highest virtue of man
and the secret to true nobility

NIV, Quest Study Bible, eBook

2011-12-20

find answers to over 7 000 questions about the bible get answers to the bible questions you have and questions you haven
t yet pondered the niv quest study bible features over 7 000 notes written in an engaging question and answer format
that give insight into the common uncommon and sometimes perplexing passages from the bible you will have the
opportunity to consider questions like why did god send angels to jacob what prevents god from hearing our prayers and
why does god test us as you explore god s word using the many study helps the original quest study bible was conceived
in 1989 when two publishing companies zondervan and christianity today international worked together to develop a
bible that would answer the challenging questions that arose as people read scripture focus groups around the united states
evaluated the usefulness of potential study bible features and helped select the features that would be included in this
bible then more than 1 000 people received passages of scripture and were asked what questions do you have about this
portion of the bible their responses helped determine what kinds of questions the notes would answer helping to create a
resource that answers the questions that real people have asked about the bible notes have been updated in subsequent
releases to ensure that this bible stays relevant and current to modern readers features complete text of the accurate
readable and clear new international version niv over 7 000 insightful notes arranged in a unique question and answer
format nearly 350 articles investigate the most asked questions about the bible book introductions that answer questions
about each book such as who wrote it why and what should i look for article index and expanded subject index single
column scripture text arranged in a modern two color page design over 150 charts timelines and maps a reading plan with
three distinct tracks to follow niv dictionary concordance 16 page full color map section

The Laws of Spiritual Success (Volume One)

2015-04-15

a brand new life of faith begins when we place our trust in jesus christ start is the perfect bible for new believers or
believers who want to learn more about their faith ideal for introducing new believers to the bible start focuses on basic
discipleship with articles and devotions on subjects including prayer bible study church involvement sharing your faith
and discovering god s will core biblical themes are introduced at basic levels of theological sophistication and presented in
very simple language features include grow entries revealing key disciplines of the christian life know articles exposing
the core beliefs of christians live messages focusing on various aspects of salvation learn notes providing mini
commentaries on key passages for spiritual growth topical index to articles and scriptures greg laurie s secrets to spiritual
success part of the signature series line of thomas nelson bibles the new king james version more than 60 million copies
sold in 30 years

NKJV, Start: The Bible for New Believers, eBook

2010-10-04

the central thesis of this book is that the most urgent thing in our generation is the emergence in the church of men and
women who know god and serve him from this knowledge the author z t fomum boldly argues that anything a man can
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do for god is of no consequence if it is not done as an overflow of his knowledge of god an initial encounter is important
but beyond that it takes spiritual knowledge a high frequency intensity and a long duration of encounters between a man
and his god this book is a pertinent plea that no one should serve god without knowing him it s highly recommended

Knowing God and Walking With Him

2023-02-20
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